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A typical window blind is made up of several horizontal or vertical slats of various types 
of materials including wood, plastic, cloth, aluminum which are held together by cords 
that run through the slats. Window blinds can be maneuvered is different positions 
from open, partially opened to closed.

WINDOW BLINDS
l�Roman Blinds �l�Roller Blinds �l�Venetian Blinds �l�Bamboo Blinds �l�PVC Blinds �l�Wooden Blinds
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Vertical Blinds Eyelet Curtain

Wooden Blinds Roman Blinds

Venetian Blinds Bamboo Blinds
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We are suppliers offering different choices of floors to our customers. Every single one 
of our ranges is based on a genuine need be it safety, transport, anti-static, wood-
finish, or sports flooring. . You also have a wide range of solid colors as well as wooden 
looks to choose from. 

FLOORING
l�Vinyl Flooring�l�Laminated Flooring�l�Wooden Flooring�l�Deck WPC Flooring�l�Gym Flooring
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Vinyl Flooring Wooden Flooring

Laminated Flooring Deck WPC Flooring

Hospital Vinyl Flooring Gym Flooring
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We have a wide range of Wall Covering. We provides attractive and elegant look to the 
interior. Under the supervision of our highly skilled professionals, this covering is 
beautifully designed using excellent quality material and advanced technology. In 
addition to this, we offer this covering with perfect finish, designs, and patterns.

 

WALLCOVERINGS
l�Wallpaper�l�Wood Sheets
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Glitter Wallpaper Wood Wall Design

Wallpaper With Mural 3D Wallpaper

Wall Stickers Modern Living Room
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We offer all types of Mats & Rugs. We supply high quality Mats & Rugs most widely 
known for its design and varied colors with a delicate touch to match different home 
decor. They are carefully manufactured and designed to ensure that it meets the 
required needs of our valued clients.

MATS & FURNISHING
l�Cushion mats�l�Rubber mats�l�Work out mats
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Colorful Rug Designer Rug

Shower Curtain Cushion Mat

Table Cloth Rubber Mat
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We provide all types of carpets. These come in innovative designs which make these 
highly presentable and desired. It has exciting finish patterns. It can be used in areas 
like hotels, lounges, residential. Its overall finish maintained as per emerging demands 
and specific tastes of customers.

CARPETS
l�Wall to wall carpets�l�Center Carpet�l�Masjid Carpet
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Carpet Wall to Wall Carpet

Center Carpet Center Carpet

Tile Carpet Masjid Carpet
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Our awnings provide excellent shady area and protect the interiors from direct 
sunlight and rainfall. We provide all type of outdoor umbrella and Resort Umbrellas 
that are available in various sizes, shapes, colors and fabrics. We also provide all type 
of Net shade which is designed using best grade material. We also offer mosquito net 
in various sizes & customized options.

FENCING & SHADES
l�Awnings�l�Resort Umbrellas�l Shade net�l Mosquito net
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Awnings Awnings

Resort Umbrellas Garden Fence

Shade Net Mosquito Net
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We are offering a vast range of Artificial Grass. These are broadly used in the homes, & 
many other places. We also offer artificial grass. This gives the feeling of natural grass 
and is highly appreciated among our clients. We also provide exclusive customized 
opaque and Decorative Glass Films. We have a wide range of Glass Sticker also.

DECORATIVE MATERIALS
l�Artificial Grass�l�Glass films�l Glass stickers
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Artificial Grass

Glass Stickers Glass Films
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Artificial Grass
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